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2010

Corporate Governance of the
Largest US Public Companies

General Governance
Practices
This is our eighth Annual Survey of Selected Corporate Governance Practices of the
Largest US Public Companies (the “Survey”). Without question, the role of public
company boards and their corporate governance policies and practices continue to
face intense scrutiny. That much of this scrutiny comes from shareholder activists
and institutional investors comes as no surprise. Demands from these shareholders
for greater “shareholder democracy” and involvement in corporate governance
have been growing in line with the remarkable increases in the size of institutional
investors’ portfolios over recent decades. Pressures brought by investors on
corporate governance practices and policies have become even more acute in
the last three years.
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Introduction

What is surprising, however, is the unprecedented level of scrutiny on corporate governance issues that the
federal government has recently shown. Shortly before publication of this year’s Survey, the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the “Reform Act” ) was signed into law by President Obama.
This long-anticipated legislation supersedes Senator Dodd’s bill, introduced in November 2009 and passed
by the Senate in March 2010 and entitled the “Restoring American Financial Stability Act,” Representative
Frank’s bill, introduced in the House of Representatives and passed in December 2009 and entitled “The Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2009,” as well as the broad governance directives contained in
Senator Schumer’s earlier “Shareholder Bill of Rights Act.” The Reform Act focuses primarily on the financial
industry but includes provisions relating to corporate governance that represent an extraordinary foray by the
federal government into the corporate governance arena.
When added to an ever-changing regulatory framework, the pressures brought to bear on corporate governance
practices and policies by shareholders and legislative action have caused and continue to cause significant
evolution in the corporate governance landscape. This year’s Survey provides the most current summary of
where we are in that evolution.
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The SEC has not yet adopted proxy access rules,
but it is expected to do so this year.

!
Proxy Access
In addition to the legislative reforms that have taken
shape over the past year, there has continued to be
speculation over the enactment by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the “SEC” ) of its proposal to
amend the proxy rules to grant shareholders access
to companies’ proxy statements. The SEC initially
proposed the proxy access rules in May 2009, and
many assumed that the rules would be in effect in
time for the 2010 proxy season. In October 2009,
however, after receiving numerous comment letters
and questions regarding its authority to issue proxy
access rules, the SEC postponed the adoption of
the rules.
While the Senate bill introduced in 2009 required
the SEC to adopt proxy access rules within 180 days
after enactment of the bill, the Reform Act enables,
but does not require, the SEC to implement proxy
access rules. This change may not end up having
much practical effect, as the SEC has continued
to signal that it intends to move ahead in adopting
proxy access rules. Now that the Reform Act provides
the SEC with explicit authority to do so, the SEC
is expected to revisit proxy access this year so that
the rules would be in effect in some form for the
2011 proxy season.

Proxy System Review
Just a few days before the Reform Act was signed
into law, the SEC issued a “concept release”
to commence its first review of the proxy voting
infrastructure in nearly three decades. The release
requests public comment on many aspects of proxy
voting, from whether there is merit to incorporating
current technologies into the proxy voting process
(e.g., making proxy statement information and
voting information interactive, so that it can be
retrieved, searched and analyzed using automated
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tools), to whether proxy advisory firms should be
subject to enhanced regulatory oversight. The
SEC also requested comment on the scope and
significance of “empty voting,” which occurs when
a shareholder exercises voting rights that exceed
its economic interest in a company’s shares. Given
the significant workload at the SEC relating to the
implementation of the Reform Act, it is unclear
whether the SEC will implement any changes to
the proxy system before next year’s proxy season.

Majority Voting
Of the Top 100 Companies,* 82 have implemented
some form of majority voting in uncontested director
elections, up from 75 last year. Both the 2009 and
2010 versions of Senator Dodd’s bill required listing
exchanges to impose majority voting standards for all
listed companies in uncontested elections, which may
explain why only two of the 18 Top 100 Companies
that have not implemented majority voting received
a shareholder proposal to do so during the 2010
proxy season. The Reform Act, however, does not
include the majority voting provision. As a result,
it is likely that majority voting will receive a great
deal of focus from shareholders and advocacy
groups in the coming years. As was the case in
2009, no director standing for reelection at one of
the Top 100 Companies failed to receive majority
support in 2010.
Of the 82 companies that have implemented majority
voting, 75 address (through corporate governance
guidelines, majority voting policies or organizational
documents) what happens if a director receives
more votes against than votes for his or her election.
Seventy-three of those 75 companies have adopted
mandatory resignation policies, with various
*See “Survey Methodology” on page 46 of this Survey for the list of the
Top 100 Companies.
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?
Current SEC rules already require
that companies disclose why they
have determined that their leadership
structure is appropriate.

approaches to the manner in which a decision whether
to accept a resignation is made. The remaining two
of those 75 companies have adopted policies that the
director’s term automatically expires after 90 days.

Company and Board Leadership
Since our last Survey, the SEC has announced a
change to the analytical framework that it uses to
determine whether shareholder proposals relating
to CEO succession are properly excludable from
a company’s proxy statement under Rule 14a-8.
Contrary to prior policy, the SEC has now determined
that CEO succession planning transcends day-to-day
business matters and constitutes a significant
factor in a company’s corporate governance
policymaking. On that basis, companies may no
longer rely on the “ordinary business” provision
under Rule 14a-8 to exclude shareholder proposals
regarding CEO succession. Perhaps due to the fact
that the SEC announced this change in October
2009, at which point it was too late for shareholders
of many of the Top 100 Companies to submit
proposals under Rule 14a-8, only three of the
Top 100 Companies included in their proxy
statements shareholder proposals regarding CEO
succession planning.
With respect to board leadership, the Reform Act
requires the SEC to issue rules within 180 days of
enactment requiring every public company to disclose
the reasons why it has determined to combine or
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separate the chair of the board and CEO positions.
Current SEC rules (implemented in 2009 for proxy
statements filed after February 28, 2010) already
require that companies disclose why they have
determined that their leadership structure is
appropriate, so as a practical matter the Reform
Act is not likely to result in significant additional
disclosure. Of the Top 100 Companies, 80 were
subject to this disclosure requirement this year.
As noted in this year’s Survey, 30 of the Top 100
Companies split the chair of the board and CEO
positions, and the reason often given for doing so
is that the responsibilities of the two offices are
different. Of the 70 Top 100 Companies that
combine the chair of the board and CEO positions,
many cite the efficiencies that are gained by having
one individual hold both offices.

Risk Oversight
As part of the rules implemented in 2009 for proxy
statements filed after February 28, 2010, the
SEC approved enhanced disclosure requirements
regarding risk oversight, including with respect to
the relationship of a company’s compensation policies
and practices to risk management and the board’s
role in risk oversight. Of the Top 100 Companies,
80 were required to comply with the new rules during
the 2010 proxy season, and nine of the remaining
20 companies also included disclosure about risk
oversight in their 2010 proxy statements. This year’s
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The 2010 proxy season saw continued focus by shareholders
on proposals related to shareholders’ power to call special
meetings and independent board chairs.

Survey summarizes the variety of approaches that
these companies have taken in disclosing the
manner in which their boards administer the risk
oversight function.
In addition, as with CEO succession planning,
since our last Survey, the SEC has determined that
companies may not exclude proposals relating to an
evaluation of risk if “the underlying subject matter
transcends the day-to-day business matters of the
company and raises policy issues so significant that
it would be appropriate for a shareholder vote” and
there is a sufficient nexus between the subject of
the proposal and the company. During the 2010
proxy season, none of the Top 100 Companies
included in their proxy statements shareholder
proposals regarding evaluations of risk, perhaps
again due to the fact that the SEC announced this
change in its analytical framework in October 2009,
at which point it was too late for shareholders of
many of the Top 100 Companies to submit proposals
relating to risk evaluation under Rule 14a-8.
On the legislative front, in the process of reconciling
the House and Senate bills that led to the Reform
Act, proposals that required boards of directors
to form risk committees were not included in the
final legislation.

Shareholder Proposals
The 2009 proxy season was an extremely active one
in terms of proxy contests and shareholder proposals.
While the 2010 season has been a quieter one
with respect to dissident activity, 54 of the Top
100 Companies nonetheless included corporate
governance-related shareholder proposals in their
proxy statements, as compared to 55 of the Top 100
Companies in 2009. The 2010 proxy season saw
continued focus by shareholders on proposals related
to shareholders’ power to call special meetings
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(included by 24 of the Top 100 Companies) and
independent board chairs (included by 18 of the
Top 100 Companies). In light of the fact that the
Reform Act does not include a majority voting
requirement with respect to uncontested elections,
it is likely that majority voting will receive a great
deal of attention during the 2011 proxy season.

Broker Voting
Last year, the SEC voted to approve amendments
to NYSE Rule 452 to make the election of directors
a “non-routine” matter. The result of this rule
change was that brokers are no longer able to vote
on the election of directors without specific voting
instructions from beneficial owners of shares,
whether the election is contested or uncontested.
(Under the former NYSE Rule 452, if beneficial
owners did not provide their brokers with specific
voting instructions, brokers could vote on behalf
of such beneficial owners on all “routine” matters,
which included the election of directors.)
This year’s proxy season was the first in which we
were able to begin to see the impact that this change
to Rule 452 had on director elections. In the US, a
significant amount of retail holdings is held through
brokerage accounts, and brokers have typically voted
in support of management. For these reasons, many
predicted that, without broker discretionary voting,
“vote no” campaigns would be more effective and
the impact of the rule change could be significant.
In actuality, no director of any of the Top 100
Companies failed to obtain a favorable vote of a
majority of the votes cast in 2010. While it is difficult
to measure the impact of the rule change, it appears
that the change to the rule has not, to date, had
the negative impact that some had feared.
July 29, 2010
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Investors’ Perspectives

Institutional Investors

This year, we have again surveyed
institutional investors’ views on
certain key corporate governance
topics. The 41 investors surveyed
were drawn from the largest money
managers by US client assets and
the largest public pension funds
by total assets. We also reviewed
the proxy voting guidelines of
Glass, Lewis & Co., Institutional
Shareholder Services (formerly
Risk Metrics Group) and the
Council of Institutional Investors.

American Federation of Labor and Congress
of Industrial Organizations
BlackRock, Inc.
California Public Employees’ Retirement System
California State Teachers’ Retirement System
Capital Research and Management Company
Charles Schwab Investment Management, Inc.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Public School
Employees’ Retirement Board

New Mexico Educational Retirement Board
Northern Trust Corporation
Ohio Public Employees Retirement System
Pacific Investment Management Company LLC
Pennsylvania State Employees’
Retirement System
Public Employees’ Retirement Association
of Colorado

Credit Suisse Asset Management, LLC

State of Connecticut Retirement Plans
& Trust Funds

Deutsche Bank Asset Management

State of Michigan Retirement Systems

Employees Retirement System of Texas

State of Wisconsin Investment Board

Evergreen Investment Management
Company, LLC

State Street Global Advisors

Fidelity Investments

State Universities Retirement System of Illinois

Florida State Board of Administration

T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc.

Goldman Sachs Asset Management

Teacher Retirement System of Texas

Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund
International Brotherhood of Teamsters

Teachers Insurance and Annuity AssociationCollege Retirement Equities Fund

Invesco Advisers, Inc.

The Vanguard Group, Inc.

JPMorgan Asset Management

United Methodist Foundation of New England

Los Angeles County Employees Retirement
Association

Virginia Retirement System

Los Angeles Fire and Police Pension System

Wellington Management Company, LLP

State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio

Washington State Investment Board

Morgan Stanley Investment Management
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Director Independence

Independence Policies
Both the NYSE and NASDAQ listing standards require that a majority of a listed company’s directors be
independent. Of the Top 100 Companies, 54 have adopted stricter standards for the minimum number
of independent directors than required by the NYSE and NASDAQ listing standards.

56
54
51

54

45

More than a Simple Majority
of Independent Directors

Simple Majority of
Independent Directors

2010

51

2008

2006

2005

2004

2007

50

46

2009

54

Companies that have stricter standards for
minimum number of independent directors

One company, which qualifies as a controlled company, does not have a policy on maintaining a majority
of independent directors.

Details of Independence Policies
Majority

45

“Substantial Majority” or “Significant Majority” (Includes Five Companies with Goals
of Attaining Higher Thresholds)

28

Specified Ratio or Percentage from 60% to 75%
Other (Includes Four Companies that Have Standards of Majority with Goals of Attaining
Higher Thresholds)

17
9

Number of Companies
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Actual Number of Independent Directors
Independent directors constituted 75% or more of the directors on the boards of 88 of the Top 100 Companies
surveyed this year. The CEO was the only non-independent director at 59 of the Top 100 Companies.* Of the
Top 100 Companies, COOs served on the boards of four companies and CFOs served on the boards of three
companies. Thirty-five of the Top 100 Companies had non-management directors who were not independent.
*Includes one company with co-CEOs.
89

88

59

88
49

Companies at which independent directors
constitute at least 75% of the board

2006

2010

2005

40

2009

37

2008

37

2007

35
2004

2010

2009

2008

82
2007

81

2006

81

2005

44

2004

Independent Directors
Constitute 75% or More
of the Board

88

87

Companies at which CEO is the only
non-independent director

35
Companies Had
Non-Management Directors
Who Were Not Independent

The CEO was the only non-independent
director at 59 of the Top 100 Companies.
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Director Independence

Heightened Standards
Under the NYSE and NASDAQ listing standards, there are five discrete relationships between the listed
company and the director or any of his or her immediate family members that disqualify the director from
being independent. Forty-two of the Top 100 Companies have adopted heightened independence standards
in their corporate governance guidelines more stringent than the listing standards, the most common of which
disqualifies a director from being independent if the company makes a contribution over a certain threshold
to a charitable or non-profit organization with which the director is affiliated. Companies’ boards must still
affirmatively determine whether each director is independent even if the director satisfies the NYSE or
NASDAQ bright line independence standards or heightened standards adopted by the company.

Most Common Heightened Standards
Donations to a Charitable or a Non-Profit Organization with Which Director Is Affiliated

26

Director or Family Member Has a Professional Consulting, Legal or Banking Relationship
with the Company

19

Threshold for Direct Compensation from the Company (Other than Director and Committee
Fees) Is More Stringent than NYSE and NASDAQ Thresholds of $120,000

17

“Look-Back” Period for Certain Relationships Is Longer than NYSE and NASDAQ Listing
Standards of Three Years

8

Director Is Affiliated with an Entity Indebted to the Company or to Which the Company Is Indebted
Director Has an Ownership Interest in an Entity that Has a Relationship with the Company

12 thresholds are the greater of $1M and
2% of gross revenue of the organization

10 thresholds are $100,000
4 have a five-year “look-back” period

6
5

Number of Companies

Forty-two of the Top 100 Companies have adopted heightened independence standards
more stringent than the NYSE and NASDAQ listing standards, of which 19 have also
adopted categorical (“safe-harbor”) standards.
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Categorical (“Safe-Harbor”) Standards
Until this year, the NYSE listing standards expressly permitted boards to adopt categorical (“safe-harbor”)
standards. Pursuant to such standards, a board was able to assume certain relationships between a director
and the listed company to be immaterial in making independence determinations as long as those standards
were disclosed in the company’s annual proxy statement. Notwithstanding the adoption of categorical standards,
companies are still required to make an affirmative determination about the independence of each of their
directors. Although the revised NYSE listing standards, which became effective on January 1, 2010, omit
explicit reference to companies’ use of categorical standards, 44 of the Top 100 Companies have continued
to use such standards. Of the 44 Top 100 Companies that have adopted categorical standards, 19 have also
adopted heightened standards.

Most Common Categorical Standards
Donations Below a Certain Threshold to a Charitable or a Non-Profit Organization with
Which Director Is Affiliated

41

Commercial Relationship Below a Certain Threshold Between the Company and an Entity
of Which Director Is an Employee or an Executive Officer

33

Director Has an Ownership Interest in an Entity that Has a Relationship with the Company,
Meeting Certain Conditions

26 thresholds are the greater of $1M and
2% of gross revenue of the organization
17 thresholds are the greater of $1M
and 2% of gross revenue of the entity

21

Director Is Affiliated with an Entity Indebted to the Company or to Which the Company Is
Indebted, Below a Certain Threshold

20

Director Serves on Board of Another Entity of Which an Executive Officer, Employee or
Another Director of the Company Also Serves on Board

12

Relationship Arising Solely from Director’s Position as Director of an Entity that Transacts
Business or Has a Relationship with the Company, Regardless of Amount Involved

12

Director or Family Member Has a Professional Consulting, Legal or Banking Relationship
with the Company, Meeting Certain Conditions

11

Purchase or Receipt of the Company’s Services or Products on Substantially Similar Terms
as Other Employees or Third Parties

11

7 thresholds are 2% of total assets
of the entity

Number of Companies

Forty-four of the Top 100 Companies have adopted categorical standards, of which
19 have also adopted heightened standards.
Thirty-three of the Top 100 Companies have determined the independence of their
directors based solely on the listing standards, adopting neither heightened nor
categorical standards.

Shearman & Sterling LLP
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Majority Voting

Voting Standards in Uncontested Director Elections
Eighty-two of the Top 100 Companies require
directors to be elected by a majority of the votes
cast, either through requirements in their corporate
governance polices or organizational documents.
Seventy-three of these companies address the issue
of holdover directors by requiring incumbent directors
to submit their resignation from the board following
their failure to receive a majority of the votes cast in
favor of their election. Two of the Top 100 Companies

73

60

64

have a policy whereby an incumbent director who
does not receive a majority of the votes cast will
cease to serve as a director 90 days after the date
on which the voting results are certified. Only 18 of
the Top 100 Companies elect directors by a plurality
of the votes cast, and eight of these companies have
adopted a policy whereby nominees receiving more
“withheld” votes than “for” votes must tender their
resignation from the board.

D irectors elected by majority of votes cast AND any holdover
incumbent director who receives more votes against than
votes for his or her election must tender resignation

7

D irectors elected by majority of votes cast (no resignation
requirement for incumbent directors)

2

Directors elected by majority of votes cast AND any holdover
incumbent director who receives more votes against than votes
for his or her election ceases to be a director after 90 days

8

D irectors elected by plurality of votes cast AND any director
who receives more votes withheld than votes for his or her
election must tender resignation

10

Directors elected by plurality of votes cast (no resignation
requirement for incumbent directors)

13

73

Majority

18
Plurality

31

58

21

5

15
7

6

23

13

Companies that use majority standard
with a resignation requirement
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Companies that use majority standard
without a resignation policy

Companies that use plurality standard
with a resignation requirement

2007

2006

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2010

2009

2008

2007

8

14

12

10
2010

9

2009

9

2008

43

2006

82

Companies that use plurality standard
without a resignation policy
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Q & A on Policies and Procedures Relating to Director Resignation
Of the Top 100 Companies, 81 (including eight of the 18 companies that elect directors through a plurality
of the votes cast) have policies requiring an incumbent director to tender a resignation, and two have adopted
policies that a director’s term expires after 90 days, if the director fails to receive more “for” votes than
“against” or “withheld” votes.

Q } What corporate documents contain director
resignation policies?
A } Forty-six of the 83 Top 100 Companies that
have adopted director resignation policies or 90-day
holdover policies have implemented them through
their corporate governance guidelines or majority
voting policies, while 37 companies have included
the policies in their certificate of incorporation or
their bylaws.

Q } Who decides whether to accept or reject a
tendered resignation?
A } Most of the 81 Top 100 Companies that have
adopted director resignation policies require the full
board to determine whether to accept a tendered
resignation. Sixty-five of these companies require
the nominating/governance committee to evaluate
the resignation and make a recommendation to the
board with respect to a tendered resignation.

Q } Is there a presumption that a tendered resignation
should be accepted?
A } Only seven of the 81 Top 100 Companies that have
adopted director resignation policies presume that
a tendered resignation should be accepted unless
the board finds a “compelling reason” to reject the
resignation or finds it to be in the “best interest for
the company” to do so.

Q } What factors does the relevant decision-making
body consider when evaluating a tendered resignation?
A } Seventeen of the 81 Top 100 Companies that
have adopted director resignation policies specify
various factors that will or may be considered by
the decision-making body when deciding whether
to accept a tendered resignation. The remaining
companies either state that any factor may be
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considered or are silent. When specified, such factors
often include (i) the stated reason for the director not
receiving the required majority vote, (ii) the criteria
generally used in evaluating candidates for the board,
(iii) the director’s qualifications and length of service,
(iv) the effect on the company’s compliance with laws
and regulations, including securities laws and stock
exchange rules, and (v) the director’s contributions
to the company.

Q } How long does the relevant decision-making
body have to make a decision regarding a tendered
resignation?
A} Of the 81 Top 100 Companies that have adopted
resignation policies, 62 companies require that the
decision-making body either make a decision on the
tendered resignation or publicly disclose its decision
within 90 days after the certification of the election
results. For the remaining companies that specify a
time period, most require a decision or disclosure
within 60 to 120 days and three companies provide
until the next regularly scheduled board meeting to
make the decision.

Q } How do companies disclose the decisions of the
relevant decision-making body to accept or reject a
tendered resignation?
A } Seventy-one of the 81 Top 100 Companies that
have adopted resignation policies require public
disclosure of the acceptance or rejection of a
tendered resignation and the reason for the decision.
Of these, 24 companies require that the decision
and reason be disclosed in a filing with the SEC.
The remaining companies either do not specify the
method of disclosure or permit disclosure in a press
release or a filing with the SEC.
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Voting Results for Director Elections

No director of any of the Top 100 Companies failed to obtain a favorable vote of a majority of the votes cast
in 2010, which was also the case in 2009.
Under the revised NYSE rules, in effect for shareholder meetings taking place after January 1, 2010, brokers
are prohibited from voting on behalf of retail shareholders in contested or uncontested director elections
unless they have received voting instructions from such shareholders.
As of July 15, 2010, the average number of broker non-votes as a percentage of votes eligible to be cast
was 10.16% and ranged from 3.14% to 30.52% for the 89 Top 100 Companies that held their annual
shareholders’ meeting after January 1, 2010.*
It was difficult to measure the impact of the change in the NYSE’s rules regarding broker non-votes on director
voting results because of factors such as staggered boards, changes in board composition, changes in shares
outstanding and other company-specific issues. It appears, however, that the change in the rules did not have
the pronounced impact that some expected.
*Of these 89 Top 100 Companies, one NYSE company did not disclose the number of broker non-votes and nine out of ten NASDAQ companies separately reported broker
non-votes, although the NASDAQ listing standards do not require it.

As of July 15, 2010, the average number of broker non-votes
as a percentage of votes eligible to be cast was 10.16% for the
89 Top 100 Companies that held their annual shareholders’
meeting after January 1, 2010.
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E-Proxies

Beginning in 2007, companies were permitted to provide some or all of their proxy materials through the
new “notice-and-access model.” Sixty-one of the Top 100 Companies opted to utilize the notice-and-access
model for some or all of their shareholders.

57

61

Notice-and-Access Model

39
Traditional Model

2010

2009

35
2008

61

Companies that used the notice-and-access
model for some or all of their shareholders

In March 2010, the SEC amended its rules regarding companies’
use of the notice-and-access model to provide more flexibility in the
format and content of the notice sent to shareholders. It is hoped
that these amendments will allow companies to provide a better
explanation of how to access their proxy materials and the steps
shareholders must take to vote their shares.

Shearman & Sterling LLP
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Risk Oversight

As of February 28, 2010, public companies are required to provide additional disclosure about the board’s role
in a company’s risk oversight process, including information regarding how the board administers its oversight
function and the effect that this has on the board’s leadership structure. When the SEC published its final
rules requiring this disclosure, it noted that risk oversight is a key competence of the board and that additional
disclosure would improve investor and shareholder understanding of the role of the board in an organization’s
risk management practices.
Of the Top 100 Companies, 80 had to comply with the new rules during the 2010 proxy season and nine of
the remaining companies* also included disclosure about risk oversight in their proxy statements. Companies
disclosed a wide variety of approaches as to how the board administers its risk oversight function. However,
most of these companies specifically noted that they delegated certain responsibilities to one or more
board committees.
*Nearly all of the remaining companies discuss only the Audit Committee’s role in risk assessment and management, as required by the NYSE listing standards.

Number of Companies

Board Committees Charged with Risk Oversight

81

81

81

81

47

47

81

47
30

47
30

47
30
23

23

30

30

23
8

Audit

Compensation

Finance

23
8

23
8

8

Nominating/Governance

8
Risk**

**Does not include nine management risk committees.

Fifteen of the Top 100 Companies have a Chief Risk Officer. In addition,
the boards of directors of eight of the Top 100 Companies have a risk
committee, and nine of the other Top 100 Companies have a risk committee
generally comprised of members of management.
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Q & A on Risk Oversight
Q } Which board committees of the Top 100
Companies are most frequently given risk oversight
responsibilities?
A} The audit, compensation, finance and
nominating/governance committees (or the standing
committees performing equivalent functions) are
most often referenced, and in most instances
more than one of these committees is given risk
oversight responsibility.

Q } What are common elements found in risk
oversight disclosure?
A} Most of the Top 100 Companies providing
disclosure on risk oversight note that responsibility
for risk oversight lies with the board, but the board
generally delegates responsibilities to its committees.
Board committees are often given specific oversight
duties in their areas of expertise. For instance,
the audit committee is frequently responsible
for overseeing risk associated with financial and
accounting matters, while the compensation
committee is tasked with overseeing compensation
practices. Companies often describe the role that
management plays in day-to-day risk oversight and
whether management reports to the board in its
entirety or to specific board committees. Companies
also often discuss the frequency with which reports
are given or meetings are held between the entities
responsible for risk management and the full board,
providing either minimum numbers or noting that such
reports or meetings take place regularly or periodically.

Q } Do any companies have a committee specifically
dedicated to risk oversight?
A } Eight of the Top 100 Companies have a board
risk committee, of which four are financial institutions
and four are insurance companies. In addition, nine
of the other Top 100 Companies have risk committees
generally comprised of members of management.
Fifteen of the Top 100 Companies also disclosed
that they have a chief risk officer.
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Q } What role does management typically play in
risk oversight?
A } The Top 100 Companies often note that
management is responsible for the day-to-day
management of risk. Management sometimes also
takes part in standardized reviews of long-term
strategic and operational planning to assist the
board with risk assessment and mitigation processes.
In other instances, management is charged with
reporting specific potential risks and trends to the
board and/or the committees.
Q } What material risks are most often cited?
A } The seven types of risk most often cited include
financial (which also encompasses accounting,
market, liquidity, credit, interest rate and foreign
exchange risks), compensation, strategic, operational,
legal, regulatory and compliance. Some companies
include a broader variety of risks, such as corporate
governance, reputational, environmental, technology,
health, safety and succession planning, among others.
Q } How do the Top 100 Companies address the
effects that risk oversight has on board leadership?
A } Nineteen of the Top 100 Companies included
disclosure describing the effects that the risk
oversight function has on the chosen board
leadership structure. Some of these companies
specify that combining the offices of CEO and
chair of the board facilitates open and efficient
communication about risk between management
and directors, but sometimes note that independent
directors are involved in risk oversight. Other
companies state that pooled oversight efforts from
their board committees, management and risk officer
(if any) allow the board to effectively oversee risk.
Q } Do companies include information about
enterprise-wide risk management efforts?
A } Forty-four of the Top 100 Companies indicated that
they have enterprise risk management processes or
policies in place. These are generally overseen by the
audit committee.
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Board Leadership

Separation of the Offices of CEO and Chair of the Board
Separate individuals serve as CEO and chair of the board at 30 of the Top 100 Companies, but of these
companies only 11 have adopted an explicit policy of splitting the two offices. The chair is independent
at 17 of the 30 companies with a separate chair.

31
28
24

30

22

19

70

CEO Does Not Serve as
Chair of the Board

CEO Serves as Chair
of the Board

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

14 14

30

Companies that have separate people serving
as CEO and chair of the board

Appropriateness of Leadership Structure
Public companies filing proxy statements after February 28, 2010 became subject to new proxy disclosure
requirements in the area of board leadership. Beyond disclosing their board leadership structures, companies
must explain why they believe their leadership structure is appropriate given their specific characteristics
or circumstances. Eighty of the Top 100 Companies were required to comply with these enhanced
disclosure requirements.
A common explanation given for splitting the offices of CEO and chair of the board is that the two offices
have different responsibilities. Companies often note that the CEO is responsible for daily operations and
management of business affairs, while the chair of the board is charged with presiding over meetings of the
board and acting as liaison between the independent directors and the CEO. Another explanation is that the
split allows the company to benefit from the unique skills, leadership ability and/or industry experience that
each person possesses. Companies combining the offices of CEO and chair of the board often note that their
approach best serves shareholders by enhancing communication, efficiency and the carrying out of strategic
priorities, while sometimes pointing to the longevity and experience the individual has had with the company
or in the industry.
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Policies on Separation of the Offices of CEO and Chair
Ninety-four of the Top 100 Companies disclosed whether the offices of CEO and chair of the board should
be combined or separated, an increase of 25% over the Top 100 Companies surveyed in 2009. Of these
94 companies, only 11 have adopted an explicit policy of separating the offices of CEO and chair of the
board, up from seven last year. Twenty-four of the Top 100 Companies specifically state that the offices
of CEO and chair of the board should not be separated.

Companies that Specifically
State the Two Offices Should
Not Be Separated

Company Policy States that 24
the Two Offices Should Not
Be Separated

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

18

19

19

20

21

23

24

11 Company Policy Requires that
Separate Individuals Serve as
CEO and Chair of the Board
6 Topic Not Addressed

Company Addresses this 59
Topic but Has No Formal
Policy or Directors Are
Free to Decide What Is in
Company’s Best Interest

Eighteen of the Top 100 Companies had shareholder proposals relating to the separation of the offices
of CEO and chair of the board (see page 42). None of these proposals received majority support.
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Lead Independent Director
New proxy disclosure rules require public companies combining the offices of CEO and chair of the board
to disclose whether they have a lead independent director and, if so, what specific role the lead independent
director plays in the leadership of the board. Fifty-eight of the 70 Top 100 Companies that have combined the
offices of CEO and chair of the board were required to comply with the new requirements this year. All of these
companies disclosed that they have a lead independent director. In addition, the 12 companies that were not
required to comply with the new requirements disclosed that they have a lead independent director.

All 70 of the Top 100 Companies that have combined the offices of CEO and
chair of the board have appointed a lead independent director. The chair
is independent at 17 of the 30 Top 100 Companies that split the offices of
CEO and chair of the board, and 12 of the other 13 companies have clear
disclosure indicating that they have a lead independent director.
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Duties of Lead
Independent Directors*

63

69

48

87

13

Lead Independent Director
Is Given Additional Duties

No Additional Duties Specified
for Chair of Executive Sessions

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

28
2005

Of the Top 100 Companies, 87
have specified responsibilities
for their lead independent
director (or independent chair)
in addition to setting the
agenda for, and presiding over,
executive sessions. The principal
responsibilities given to lead
independent directors at these
companies are detailed below.

87
73

Companies that have given their lead
independent director responsibilities in
addition to setting the agenda for, and
presiding over, executive sessions

*For tallying purposes, the terms presiding
director and lead independent director are
used interchangeably.

Reviews, Advises on or Approves Board Meeting Agendas

73

Acts as a Liaison Between the Non-Management Directors and the CEO/Chair and Management

64

Reviews or Advises on Board Meeting Materials or Informational Needs

55

Reviews, Advises on or Approves Board Meeting Schedule

50

Calls Executive Sessions

46

Consults with Major Shareholders as Requested

43

Presides at Board Meetings in the Absence of the Chair

35

Participates in Performance Review of the CEO

23

Communicates Feedback from Executive Sessions to Management/Chair

21

Recommends Advisers/Consultants to the Board

12

Participates in Performance Review of the Chair or Other Employees

12

Advises on the Selection of Committee Chairs/Members
Assists with Ensuring Compliance with Corporate Governance Policies

10
8

Number of Companies
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Frequency of Executive Sessions
The NYSE listing standards require that
non-management directors meet at regularly
scheduled executive sessions outside the presence
of management. As of January 1, 2010, a company
may instead choose to hold sessions of independent
directors. This amendment specifies that if a
company chooses to hold regular meetings of all
non-management directors, it should hold an
As Part of Every Board Meeting 6

executive session including only independent directors
at least once a year. The NASDAQ listing standards
provide that executive sessions of independent
directors should occur at least twice a year.
Seventy-six of the Top 100 Companies disclosed
the frequency of non-management director sessions,
while the remaining 24 companies disclosed the
frequency of independent director sessions.*
8 At Least 3 Meetings Annually
9 At Least 2 Meetings Annually

As Part of Every Regularly 40
Scheduled Board Meeting

2 At Least 1 Meeting Annually

24 Hold Meetings Regularly
or Periodically
At Least 4 Meetings Annually 11
*For the 41 Top 100 Companies disclosing the frequency of both non-management and independent director sessions, only non-management sessions were counted.

Selection of Directors to Preside Over Executive Sessions
The NYSE listing standards require that the name
of the director presiding over executive sessions of
non-management or independent directors be
disclosed in a company’s proxy statement or annual
report, or through the company’s web site. If the same
person is not the director presiding at every meeting,

companies must disclose the procedure used to
select a presiding director for each executive session.
The Top 100 Companies have adopted a wide variety
of methods for selecting the director who will preside
over executive sessions, and no standard approach
has developed.

Chosen by Independent 29
or Non-Management Directors

Director Chosen by Board 21

12 Nominating/Governance
Committee Chair
8 Rotation

Non-Executive Chair* 23

7 Other

*Fifteen of these companies provided that if the chair of the board is not independent, then a presiding/lead director is chosen in another manner.
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Average Size of Board & Audit Committee

Size of Board
The size of the board of directors of the Top 100 Companies ranged from six to 18 members, with an
average of 12 members. The board size of 79 of the Top 100 Companies ranged from nine to 13 members.

16 or More Members 5
15 Members 5

5 8 or Fewer Members

11 9 Members

14 Members 6
16 10 Members
13 Members 17
13 11 Members
12 Members 22

Size of Audit Committee
The number of members of the audit committee for the Top 100 Companies ranged from three to nine
members, with an average of five members. The number of financial experts on the audit committee for
the Top 100 Companies ranged from one to nine, with an average of three financial experts.

7 or More Members 3

16 3 Members

6 Members 15
37 4 Members
5 Members 29
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Poison Pills

Of the Top 100 Companies, only six have a Shareholder Rights Plan or “Poison Pill”
The prevalence of shareholder rights plans, or poison pills, has been steadily declining for years. If not for
the fact that two of the Top 100 Companies implemented NOL poison pills, or poison pills designed to protect
their net operating losses, only four of the Top 100 Companies would have had poison pills.

33
27
17

17
12

10
2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

6

6
Companies that Have
a “Poison Pill”

94
Companies that Do Not
Have a “Poison Pill”

NOL Poison Pills
An “NOL poison pill” is a shareholder rights plan adopted by a company for the purpose
of protecting its net operating loss (“NOL” ) assets (in contrast to a typical shareholder rights
plan, which is adopted as a takeover defense). NOL poison pills began to receive notice
during the recent economic downturn, as certain companies accumulated significant NOLs
and adopted NOL poison pills to protect them. Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code
limits a company’s ability to use NOLs if certain tests are met involving acquisitions and
dispositions of the company’s shares by shareholders owning 5% or more of the outstanding
shares. For this reason, NOL poison pills typically have a trigger threshold lower than 5%.
Importantly, the Delaware Court of Chancery in February 2010 validated the adoption and
use of an NOL poison pill as a legitimate exercise of the board of directors’ business
judgment. (This decision is being appealed.)
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Classified Boards &
Other Structural Defenses
Of the Top 100 Companies, 20 have a Classified or Staggered Board of Directors
Four of these 20 Top 100 Companies are in the process of declassifying their boards. The shareholders of an
additional four companies voted on management proposals to declassify their boards. Three of the proposals
passed while one, which required the approval of 80% of the outstanding shares, was not approved.

80

20

Board Is Not Classified

Board Is Classified

54

38

37

33
27

24
2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

20

Other Structural Defenses
In addition to classified boards, companies’ organizational documents can provide for other structural defenses.
Of the Top 100 Companies:

96 96
Number of Companies

96

96

96 96
70

70 70

32

Blank Check Preferred
Stock Is Authorized

Shareholder Action by
Less than Unanimous Written
Consent Is Not Permitted

32 32

Shareholders Are Not
Permitted to Call a
Special Meeting

At 68 of the Top 100
Companies that do permit
shareholders to call special
meetings, the most common
level of the voting power
required to call the meeting
is 25% (35 companies).

Of the Top 100 Companies, 14 submitted a management proposal and 24 submitted a shareholder proposal
to permit some group of shareholders to call a special meeting. This was the corporate governance-related
proposal submitted to shareholders most frequently by management and shareholders. See pages 42-43
and 45.
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Investors’
Perspectives

Institutional shareholders use proxy voting policies as a guide
when casting their votes and setting out their views regarding
corporate governance issues. The proxy voting policies of the
investors surveyed continue trends recently seen: qualified
opposition against classified boards and poison pills, increasing
support for say-on-pay proposals and increased support for
shareholder proposals on social and environmental issues.
This year we surveyed the guidelines of 41 institutional investors
that made corporate governance and proxy voting guidelines
publicly available, including some of the largest money managers
(ranked by US institutional assets under management), the
largest public pension funds (ranked by total assets) and
religious organizations. We also consulted the proxy voting policies
of three independent proxy and governance advisory firms: Glass,
Lewis & Co., Institutional Shareholder Services (formerly Risk
Metrics Group) and the Council of Institutional Investors. Other
classes of investors, including hedge funds, were not included in
this year’s Survey because they do not generally make their proxy
voting guidelines publicly available. The following is an overview
of the positions these investors take on various corporate
governance issues.
Independence
Most of the 41 institutional shareholders surveyed generally vote in favor
of proposals to require that a majority of the board consist of independent
directors, with many stipulating that two-thirds of the board must be
independent. Institutional shareholders interpret “independence” in
different ways. Several interpret it to mean a lack of any connection to
the company other than a position on the board.
“We believe a director is independent if he or she has no material financial,
familial or other current relationships with the company, its executives
or other board members except for service on the board and standard
fees paid for that service.”
– Washington State Investment Board — Board Adopted Policies (2008).
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“These Guidelines … share our view about
corporate governance issues generally,
and provide insight into how we typically
approach issues that commonly arise on
corporate ballots.”
	– BlackRock Proxy Voting Guidelines for U.S. Securities
(December 2009)

Other institutional shareholders specify certain
relationships that they deem to be inconsistent with
independence. For example, the California Public
Employees’ Retirement System specifies, among
other disqualifying relationships, that a director is
not independent if he or she is currently, or in the
last five years has been, “employed by the Company
in an executive capacity” or has received “more than
$50,000 in direct compensation from the Company
during any 12-month period in the last three years”
other than director and committee fees and payments
arising solely from investments in the company’s
securities.
– California Public Employees’ Retirement System —
Global Principles of Accountable Corporate Governance
(February 2010).

An alternative approach is taken by the Los Angeles
County Employees Retirement Association, which
states that a director fails to be independent if he
or she has a relationship with the company that a
“reasonable person might conclude could potentially
influence one’s objectivity in the boardroom in a
manner that would have a meaningful impact on
an individual’s ability to satisfy requisite fiduciary
standards on behalf of shareholders.”
– Los Angeles County Employees Retirement
Association — Domestic Proxy Voting Guidelines
(April 2009).

Two of the institutional shareholders surveyed indicated
that they would vote against a shareholder proposal
requiring a supermajority of independent directors.

Majority Voting
The Council of Institutional Investors “considers
plurality voting to be fundamentally flawed: It results
in ‘rubber stamp’ elections and directors who are less
accountable to shareowners because the owners lack
a meaningful vote. The Council believes strongly that

Shearman & Sterling LLP

in uncontested elections, directors should be elected
by a majority of votes cast. Majority voting ensures
that shareowners’ votes count and makes directors
more accountable to the shareowners they were
elected to represent (In contested elections, however,
plurality voting should be used as it may be impossible
for any candidate to secure a majority of votes).”
– Council of Institutional Investors — Key Governance
Issues (2010).

Some investors specify that a company’s majority
voting policy should be set forth in its charter or
bylaws rather than merely implemented through
its corporate governance guidelines:
“Directors should be elected by a majority rather
than a plurality of votes cast …. The requirement
for a majority vote in director elections should be
set forth in the company’s charter or bylaws, subject
to amendments by a majority vote of shareowners.
Where a company seeks to opt out of the majority
vote standard, approval by a majority vote of
shareholders should be required.”
– Ohio Public Employees Retirement System —
Proxy Voting Guidelines (November 2009).

Uncontested elections
Over half of the 41 institutional shareholders
surveyed note that they will vote for director nominees
in uncontested elections on a case-by-case basis
based on a number of qualifications. For example,
votes generally will be withheld from directors
who “attend less than 75 percent of the board
and committee meetings without a valid excuse”
or “adopt or renew a poison pill without shareholder
approval” or are “inside or affiliated outside directors
and sit on the audit, compensation, or nominating
committees ….”
– JPMorgan Asset Management — Global Proxy Voting
Procedures and Guidelines (April 2009).
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“The SBA is reliant on its Corporate Governance Principles to
direct its activities related to corporate governance and proxy
voting. These Principles in conjunction with other relevant
policies, set the parameters for SBA’s shareholder activism and
provide a framework for SBA corporate governance initiatives.”
	– Florida State Board of Administration (SBA) Corporate Governance Principles
& Proxy Voting Guidelines (January 2010)

Among institutional shareholders’ leading concerns
is that incumbent directors not be re-elected without a
critical evaluation of their contribution to the company
and their role in enhancing shareholder value.
Three of the institutional shareholders surveyed
will vote for director nominees if the company has
performed well financially.
“SWIB generally supports management’s
recommendations in most director elections if longrun economic performance has been satisfactory.”
– State of Wisconsin Investment Board — Domestic
Proxy Voting Guidelines (February 2010).

Separation of CEO and Chair
“For several years, there has been ongoing discussion
over the merits of a separate and independent board
chair versus a combined or non-independent
chairman/CEO structure. While the latter has been
a prevalent practice among US companies for many
years, some investors argue that the combined role
limits accountability and is indicative of a poor
governance structure.”
– Florida State Board of Administration — Corporate
Governance Principles & Proxy Voting Guidelines
(January 2010).

Twenty-seven of the 41 institutional shareholders
surveyed support the separation of CEO and chair of
the board. However, almost all of these (including the
Florida State Board of Administration) indicate they
would vote for an executive chair in circumstances
where the board’s governance structures are robust.
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“GSAM will generally recommend a vote AGAINST
shareholder proposals requiring that the chairman’s
position be filled by an independent director, if
the company satisfies 3 of the 4 following criteria:
2/3 independent board, or majority in countries
where employee representation is common practice;
a designated, or a rotating, lead director, elected
by and from the independent board members with
clearly delineated and comprehensive duties; fully
independent key committees; and/or established,
publicly disclosed, governance guidelines and
director biographies/profiles.”
– Goldman Sachs Asset Management — Proxy Voting
Guidelines Summary (March 2010).

Three of the institutional shareholders surveyed take
the view that the choice of chair should be left to
the discretion of the board as the board has available
to it mechanisms to ensure that independence
is maintained.
“Northern Trust generally leaves the choice of
chairman to the board’s discretion as Northern Trust’s
support for proposals that principal committees
consist exclusively of independent directors and
that the board be comprised of a majority of
independent directors provides sufficient checks
and balances.”
– Northern Trust Corporation — Proxy Voting Policies,
Procedures and Guidelines (January 2008).
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Accessibility of Corporate
Governance Documents

Ease of Locating the Corporate Governance Documents on the Company’s Web Site
The investor relations pages of companies’ web sites provide information on stock price, filings with the SEC
and recent news. In addition, these pages of companies’ web sites provide a link to the company’s corporate
governance documents, including bylaws, corporate governance guidelines, committee charters and codes of
conduct or ethics. The accessibility of these documents is critical for communicating corporate governance
polices and procedures to the investing public.
Once on the company’s web site, 90 of the Top 100 Companies’ corporate governance documents are
accessible within three or four clicks.

Five or More Clicks 3

62 Three Clicks

Four Clicks 28
7 Two Clicks

The accessibility of corporate governance documents is critical for communicating
corporate governance policies and procedures to the investing public.
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Board & Committee Meetings

Number of Board Meetings
Over the past few years, the number of board meetings held each year has remained relatively constant.
During 2009, 61 of the Top 100 Companies surveyed held eight or more meetings.

65

66

66

65

12 Meetings 3
62

15 7 Meetings

11 Meetings 3

61
54

12 6 Meetings

9 Meetings 16

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

10 Meetings 13
2004

2003

10 8 Meetings

13 or More Meetings 16

12 5 or Fewer Meetings

Companies that held eight or more
board meetings

Minimum Number of Board Meetings
Of the Top 100 Companies, 56 set a minimum number of board meetings each year. The minimum number
of meetings ranges from four to 12.

56*
50

51

Minimum number of board meetings per company:

51
47

48

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

40

17

9

4 Meetings

5 Meetings

19
6 Meetings

6

4

1

7 Meetings

8 Meetings

12 Meetings

Companies that set a minimum number
of board meetings each year
*Number reported for 2010 includes five
companies setting a requirement in their bylaws.
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Forty-four of the Top 100 Companies do not address this topic
or do not require a minimum number of meetings
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Number of Audit Committee Meetings
During 2009, 78 of the Top 100 Companies held eight or more audit committee meetings.

14 9 Meetings
84
80

13 or More Meetings 15

82
78

18 8 Meetings

78

12 Meetings 9

74

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

64

11 Meetings 12

11 7 Meetings

10 Meetings 10

4 6 Meetings
6 5 Meetings

Companies that held eight or more audit
committee meetings

1 4 Meetings

Minimum Number of Audit Committee Meetings
Of the Top 100 Companies, 91 require a minimum number of audit committee meetings each year.
The minimum number of meetings ranges from four to eight.

91
88

87

2010

2009

2008

2007

84
2006

Minimum number of audit committee meetings per company:

70

86

2005

2004

85

91

Companies that require a minimum number
of audit committee meetings each year

4 Meetings

4

11

5

1

5 Meetings

6 Meetings

7 to 8
Meetings

In Conjunction with
Regularly Scheduled
Board Meetings

Nine of the Top 100 Companies do not address this topic
or do not require a minimum number of meetings
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Board & Committee Meetings

Number of Nominating/Governance Committee Meetings
During 2009, 85 of the Top 100 Companies held four or more nominating/governance committee meetings.

85

84

8 or More Meetings 4
28 4 Meetings

81
78

7 Meetings 15
78

7 3 Meetings

6 Meetings 11

75

7 2 Meetings

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

73

1 1 Meeting

5 Meetings 27

Companies that held four or more nominating/
governance committee meetings

Minimum Number of Nominating/Governance Committee Meetings
Of the Top 100 Companies, 56 require a minimum number of nominating/governance committee meetings each
year. The minimum number of meetings ranges from one to four.

60

56

2010

2008

2007

2006

2005

Minimum number of nominating/governance committee meetings per company:
57

55

51

2004

60

2009

60

Companies that require a minimum number
of nominating/governance committee
meetings each year
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5

17

12

1 Meeting

2 Meetings

3 Meetings

21
4 Meetings

1
In Conjunction with
Regularly Scheduled
Board Meetings

Forty-four of the Top 100 Companies do not address this topic
or do not require a minimum number of meetings
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Number of Compensation Committee Meetings
During 2009, 95 of the Top 100 Companies held four or more compensation committee meetings.

96

96
95

29 6 Meetings

95

10 or More Meetings 12

93
91

10 4 Meetings

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

9 5 Meetings

9 Meetings 10

89

8 Meetings 11

Companies that held four or more
compensation committee meetings

3 3 Meetings

7 Meetings 14

2 2 or Fewer Meetings

Minimum Number of Compensation Committee Meetings
Of the Top 100 Companies, 60 require a minimum number of compensation committee meetings each year.
The minimum number of meetings ranges from one to eight.

64
62
60

Minimum number of compensation committee meetings per company:
62
60

59

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

54

Companies that require a minimum number
of compensation committee meetings
each year
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2

9

10

1 Meeting

2 Meetings

3 Meetings

34
4 Meetings

4

1

5 to 8
Meetings

In Conjunction with
Regularly Scheduled
Board Meetings

Forty of the Top 100 Companies do not address this topic
or do not require a minimum number of meetings
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Related Person Transactions

Companies Disclosing Related Person Transactions
Of the Top 100 Companies, 69 disclosed transactions in which the company was a participant and in which
a related person had a direct or indirect material interest. In total, those 69 companies disclosed more than
275 related person transactions. While a small number of companies disclosed a larger number of such
transactions, 32 of the 69 companies disclosed only one or two transactions and 12 companies disclosed
either three or four transactions.

69

31

Disclosed Transactions
with Related Persons

No Transactions with Related
Persons were Disclosed

Basis on Which the Participant Constitutes a Related Person
Director

30

Former Director

4

Immediate Family Member of a Director

4

17

4

17 20

30
30

Officer

5

17 20

Former Officer

5

20

Immediate Family Member of an Officer

5

36

16

36

1

16

36

Shareholder

1

16

Immediate Family Member of a Shareholder

1

Number of Companies
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Q & A on Related Person Transactions
Sixty-nine of the Top 100 Companies disclosed transactions in which the company was a participant and
in which a related person had a direct or indirect material interest. This is a decrease of 4% from the
number of Top 100 Companies that reported such a related person transaction in our last Survey.

Q } What are the most common types of related
person transactions?
A } Thirty-eight of the Top 100 Companies engage
in business transactions with a related person.
The same number of Top 100 Companies employ a
relative of a related person. In total, these companies
disclosed more than 100 business transactions and
76 instances where the company employed a related
person’s relative.
Q } Who is responsible for evaluating related person
transactions?
A } In most cases, the nominating/governance
committee or the audit committee (or a combination
of both) is responsible for evaluating related person
transactions. The remaining Top 100 Companies rely
on other combinations of board committees (including
committees established specifically to review related
person transactions) and individuals (including the
CEO and legal officers).
Q } What factors are typically considered to determine
whether a transaction with a related person will
be approved?
A } The Top 100 Companies generally use a similar
set of standards, with the most commonly cited (by
41 companies) being a determination of whether the
transaction is at arm’s length and no less favorable
than if made with an unrelated party. Business
purpose and benefits of the transaction to the
company, extent of interest in the transaction and
real or apparent conflict of interest are among the
other most frequently cited factors.

reprinted in the proxy statement. Twenty-six of the
Top 100 Companies provide their policy on their
web site, including within a broader code of ethics
or as a standalone document. For a limited number
of companies, the proxy directs the reader to the
location on the web site. For other companies, the
policies are placed in less obvious locations.

Q } Does it appear that any category of “related
person” is most commonly involved in related person
transactions?
A } The Top 100 Companies collectively reported
transactions with all of the categories of related
persons in Item 404 of Regulation S-K. Directors and
immediate family members of officers account for the
largest number of related person transactions (with
approximately one-third of the Top 100 Companies
reporting such transactions), but there were also
significant numbers for officers, directors’ family
members and shareholders.
Q } How do the Top 100 Companies address related
person transactions relating to private jet usage?
A } Nine of the Top 100 Companies disclosed some
variation of reimbursement for use of private jets,
either reimbursing a related person for using his or
her private jet for business purposes or allowing a
related person to use the company’s private jet for
non-business purposes provided he or she reimburses
the company. In limited instances, use of a private
jet for business use was a pre-approved transaction.
Reimbursements to or by these nine companies for
use of private jets in 2009 ranged from approximately
$100,000 to more than $2 million.

Q } What level of detail do the Top 100 Companies
provide on their related person transaction policies?
A } Companies’ proxy statements generally include
a brief summary of the related person transaction
policy, although in some cases the entire policy is
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Related Person Transactions

Policies
Public companies must disclose a summary of their policies and procedures for the review, approval or
ratification of related person transactions. The nominating/governance committee and/or audit committee
at 87 of the Top 100 Companies are responsible for the approval of related person transactions. Many of the
Top 100 Companies utilize various information collection and review procedures involving a wide array of
departments, employees and committees to analyze transactions before they are presented to the entity
ultimately responsible for approving the transaction. Of the Top 100 Companies, 51 disclose detailed
standards to be applied or factors to be considered when reviewing a transaction, with those standards
most frequently cited by such companies being presented in the table below.

Body Responsible for Approval of Related Person Transactions

Nominating/Governance 54
Committee

8 Nominating and Audit Committees

Combinations

4 Nominating and Other Entity
4 Audit and Other Entity
3 Other Entity

Audit Committee 25

2 Not Disclosed

Standards Applied or Factors Considered in Approval Process
Transaction No Less Favorable than a Transaction on an Arm’s-Length Basis with
an Unaffiliated Third Party

41

Extent of Related Person’s Interest in the Transaction

30

Purpose/Business Reasons for Transaction

24

Whether Transaction Would Impair Related Person’s Independence

24

Benefits of the Transaction to the Company

23

Whether Transaction Would Create an Actual or Apparent Conflict of Interest

23

Availability/Costs of Alternative Transactions
Extent of the Company’s Interest in the Transaction

11
6

Number of Companies
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Transactions Expressly Pre-Approved
Of the Top 100 Companies, 45 specify certain transactions that are deemed pre-approved or presumed not
to involve a material interest or conflict, with the types of transactions most commonly pre-approved by such
companies being presented below.

Ordinary Course Compensation for Officers

36

Ordinary Course Compensation for Directors

36

Related Person’s Interest in Transaction Arises Solely Because Such Person Is a Shareholder
of the Company and All Shareholders Received the Same Benefit on a Pro Rata Basis

30

Transactions in Which Related Person’s Sole Interest in the Transaction Is as a Director,
Officer or a Beneficial Owner of a Specified Percentage of the Other Party

27

Transactions Valued at Less than a Specified Amount

24

Ordinary Course Banking/Financial Services Transactions

21

Transactions Resulting from a Competitive Bidding Process

20

Charitable Contributions if Aggregate Amount Does Not Exceed Specified Value
or Percentage of Charitable Organization’s Gross Revenues
Transactions in Which Rates Were Fixed by Law

15
12

Number of Companies
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Director Eligibility Criteria

Service on Other Public Company Boards

Of the 58 Top 100 Companies
that impose a numerical limit
on the number of public company
boards on which their directors
may serve, 18 impose the same
numerical limit for all of the
directors, 10 impose the same
limit for all of the directors
except for the company CEO
and the remaining 30 impose
limits based upon various
factors such as the employment
or independence status of
the directors.

48

87

55

54

58

50

42

Companies that address the issue of
service by directors on other public
company boards

2010

2007

2006

2005

2004

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

29

2005

address the issue of service
by directors on other public
company boards

87

93

76

2004

93

86

92

2009

92

Of the Top 100 Companies,

2008

Of the Top 100 Companies, 93 address the issue of service by directors on other public company boards.
Placing a numerical limit on the number of public company boards on which a director may serve and
requiring a director to notify the board or a committee of the board of changes in the number of boards
on which the director serves continue to be the two principal mechanisms used to manage the service of
directors on other boards. Of the 93 Top 100 Companies that address this issue, 58 place a numerical
limit on the number of public company boards on which a director may serve.

Companies that place a numerical limit on
the number of public company boards on
which a director may serve

Of the 18 Top 100 Companies that place the same numerical limit on all of their directors:
Total Number of Boards That a Director May Serve on

4

5

6

Number of Companies

3

9

6

Principal Mechanisms Used to Manage the Service of Directors on Other Boards
Numerical Limits

58

Directors Must or Should Notify Board/Committee Before Joining Another Board

49

Directors Encouraged to Limit Number of Boards or to Use Their Discretion
Approval of Board/Committee Required for All Directors Before Joining Another Board

13
10

Number of Companies
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Retirement Age
Although not required by either the NYSE or NASDAQ listing standards, 84 of the Top 100 Companies have
disclosed a mandatory retirement age for their non-employee directors. Of the 16 Top 100 Companies that did
not disclose a mandatory retirement age, ten addressed the topic while six did not. As has been the case in
each of our previous Surveys, 72 is the most commonly selected age for mandatory retirement. Of those 84 Top
100 Companies that disclose a mandatory retirement age, 36 expressly permit the board or a committee thereof
to make exceptions to the retirement age policy. Common practice requires employee directors (other than
chairs in certain instances) to retire from the board when they retire from employment with the company.

89

17 Age 73 or Greater
Age 70 11
Age 71 1
86

86

86

86
85

Age 72 55

6 Topic Not Addressed

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

84

10 Topic Addressed but No
Mandatory Retirement
Age Specified

Companies that have disclosed a mandatory
retirement age for their non-employee directors

Term Limits
Of the 70 Top 100 Companies that address the topic
of term limits, only eight have adopted mandatory
term limits for their directors. The mandatory term
limits apply only to non-management directors at
six of these companies. Most of the 62 Top 100
Companies that specifically state that term limits
should not be adopted cite the value of the insight

71
67

71

70
66

65

Companies that address the topic of
term limits

Shearman & Sterling LLP

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

61

Specifically 62
State that Term
Limits Should
Not Be Adopted

and knowledge that directors who have served for
an extended period of time can provide about the
company’s operations and practices. Many of these
62 Top 100 Companies also state that periodic
reviews by the board or a board committee of each
director’s performance serve as an appropriate
alternative to mandatory term limits.
1

20-Year Term Limit

1

18-Year Term Limit

2

15-Year Term Limit

1

10-Year Term Limit

1

5-Year Term Limit

2

2-Year Term Limit

30

Topic of Term Limits
Not Addressed
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Audit Committee Criteria

Audit Committee Financial Experts (ACFEs)
Companies must disclose whether at least one member of the audit committee is an audit committee
financial expert or, if not, why not. Although SEC rules require companies with an audit committee
financial expert to disclose the identity of only one such expert, 68 of the Top 100 Companies voluntarily
disclosed the identity of more than one audit committee financial expert in their most recent proxy
statements. All audit committee members have been determined to be audit committee financial experts
at 27 of the Top 100 Companies, down from 28 in 2009.

57

59

62

63

68

41

27

32

48

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

42

Identify All Audit Committee
Members as ACFEs

Companies that voluntarily disclosed the
identity of more than one audit committee
financial expert

Identify Two or More
(but Less than All) Audit
Committee Members
as ACFEs

Identify Only One Audit
Committee Member
as an ACFE

Service on Multiple Audit Committees
The NYSE listing standards require that, if an audit
committee member simultaneously serves on the
audit committee of more than three public companies
and the listed company does not limit the number
of audit committees on which its audit committee
members may serve, then the board must determine
that such simultaneous service would not impair the

ability of the member to serve effectively on the
company’s audit committee and disclose such
determination in the company’s annual proxy
statement. Consequently, many companies have
adopted such limits. Of the Top 100 Companies,
61 limit the number of audit committees on which
their audit committee members may serve.

1 Limited to Four
Audit Committees

69
64
60

66

47

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

Limited to Three 55
Audit Committees
2005

2004

3 Limited to Two
Audit Committees

61

60

Companies that limit the number of
audit committees on which their audit
committee members may serve
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2 Case-by-Case
Determination
39 No Limit on Number of
Audit Committees or No
Restrictions Disclosed
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Additional Committees of the Board

Many companies have established committees of the board of directors in addition to the audit, compensation
and nominating/governance committees. Of the Top 100 Companies, 89 have additional committees. The three
most common additional committees among the Top 100 Companies are finance, executive and public
policy committees.

89

11

Have Additional
Committees

Do Not Have Additional
Committees

Finance Committee

47

Executive Committee

43

Public Policy Committee

26

Risk Committee

8

Technology Committee

7

Corporate Responsibility Committee

7

Number of Companies*
* When one committee (e.g., the Finance and Risk Committee) is a combination of two committee categories (e.g., the Finance Committee and the Risk Committee),
that combined committee is counted twice (i.e., once in each category).
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Corporate Governance-Related
Shareholder & Management Proposals
Shareholder Proposals
The following corporate governance-related shareholder proposals were most frequently included in
the proxy statements of the Top 100 Companies over the last eight years. In 2010, 54 of the Top 100
Companies included corporate governance-related shareholder proposals in their proxy statements.

Independent Board Chair:
Requests that the board adopt a policy
requiring its chair to be an independent
director and not the current or former
CEO or employee.

Year

Independent Board Chair

Two Nominees for Each Director Position:
Requests that the board be required to
nominate two candidates for each board seat.

Cumulative Voting for Directors:
Requests that the board take steps to provide
for cumulative voting for directors by granting
each shareholder a number of votes equal
to the number of shares owned by such
shareholder multiplied by the number of
directors to be elected and the right to
cast all votes for a single candidate.

Two Nominees for Each Director Position

Cumulative Voting for Directors

Annual Election of Directors:
Requests that the board amend the company’s
governance documents to require each
director to be elected or re-elected annually.

Annual Election of Directors

Redemption of, or Shareholder Vote on,
Poison Pill:
Requests that the board submit the adoption,
amendment or repeal of any poison pill
to a shareholder vote or that the bylaws or
charter be amended to require shareholder
vote on poison pill.
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Redemption of, or Shareholder Vote on, Poison Pill

2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

11
11

19
19

12
12

26
26

19
15 19
15
15
15
18
18
8
8

3
1 3
01
00
0
4
1 4
01
0

8
88
8

4
44
2 4
23
34
4
0
0

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

0

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

0

15
10

3
3
2
4

3

1

2
2
2
2
2
2

25

Number of Companies

5

3

23
23

8

0
1
0
0

15
1415
14
11
11
13
13
10
10
15
15

9

3
3

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

11
11

7
5

32

10

4
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2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010

Director Elections by Majority Vote:
Requests that the board amend the company’s
governance documents to provide that nominees
standing for election must receive the affirmative
vote of a majority of the votes cast.

Year

Director Elections by Majority Vote

Removal of Supermajority Voting Requirement:
Requests that the board eliminate all supermajority
voting standards, unless required by law, and adopt
a simple majority voting standard.

Removal of Supermajority Voting Requirement

One Vote Per Share:
Requests that the board recapitalize the company
so that all shares are entitled to only one vote.

Certain Shareholders Can Call Special Meetings:
Requests that the board take steps necessary
to amend bylaws and governing documents
to give shareholders holding a certain percentage
of the company’s outstanding shares the power
to call special shareholder meetings.

One Vote per Share

Certain Shareholders Can Call Special Meetings

Reincorporate in North Dakota:
Requests that the board initiate the process of
reincorporating in the “shareholder friendly state”
of North Dakota.

Shareholder Action by Written Consent:

Reincorporate in North Dakota

Requests that the board take necessary steps to
permit shareholders to act by written consent.

Succession Policy:
Requests that the board adopt a succession
planning policy to develop criteria for the CEO
position, identify internal candidates and use
a formal assessment process.

Shareholder Action by Written Consent

Succession Policy

*Data not collected prior to 2007.
**Data not collected prior to 2010.
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2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2003
2003
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2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
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2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

25
25

99

33
33

88

00
11
00
00

55

15
15

33
33
22
00

32
32

10
10

44
33

77
55

10
10

44
33
00
22
22
22
22
22
22
11
N/A**
N/A*
N/A*
N/A**
N/A*
N/A*
N/A**
N/A*
N/A*
N/A**
N/A*
N/A*
N/A** 5
5
N/A**
22
N/A**

N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
4
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**4
3
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
34
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
N/A**
3

8

24
24

29
29

8

8

Number of Companies
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Corporate Governance-Related
Shareholder & Management Proposals

Number of Shareholder Proposals
Seventy-six proxy statements of the Top 100 Companies included between zero and three shareholder
proposals in 2010 with 57 of the companies including between one and three proposals. Fifty-four
companies had at least one shareholder proposal related to corporate governance with 21 companies
having more than one proposal related to corporate governance.

Total Number of Shareholder Proposals

000
111
222
333
444
555
666
777
888
999
10
10
10
11
11
11

0
1
2
3
9949
444 5
444 6
555 7
8
111
9
000
10
000
11
111

Shareholder Proposals (Other than Those Related to
Compensation or Election of Directors)

000
111
222
333
444
555
666
777
888
999
10
10
10

0
1
2
3
555 4
5
222
444 6
7
000
8
111
9
000
10
111

000
111
222
333
444
555

0
1
2
3
4
5

Shareholder Proposals Related to Corporate Governance

222
111
111

Number of Proposals

Number of Corporate
Governance-Related
Management Proposals
Twenty-four companies had at
least one management proposal
related to corporate governance
with four companies having
more than one such proposal.
Seventy-six proxy statements of
the Top 100 Companies did not
have any management proposals
related to corporate governance.

19
19
19
21
21
21
19
19
19
17
17
17
9
4
4
5
1
0
0
1
24
24
24
19
19
19
16
16
16
5
2
4
0
1
0
1

17
17
17
2
1
1

19
21
19
17

24

28
28
28

16

19

33
33
33
17

28

46
46
46
33

46

Number of Companies

Number of Proposals

0

1

2

3

Proxy Statements of Top 100 Companies Containing Management Proposals
Related to Corporate Governance

76

20

3

1

76

Proxy statements of the Top 100 Companies
did not have any management proposals
related to corporate governance.
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Details of Corporate Governance-Related
Management Proposals
Twenty-four of the Top 100 Companies included
these governance-related management proposals
in their proxy statements.

Certain Shareholders Can Call Special Meetings

14

Removal of Supermajority Voting Requirement

8

Annual Election of Directors

4

Director Elections by Majority Vote

2

Number of Companies

Average Level of Support for
Shareholder Proposals
Shareholder proposals for Removal of Supermajority
Voting Requirement, Director Elections by Majority
Vote and Shareholder Action by Written Consent
all had an average level of support of over 50%.
The results are based on information publicly
available as of July 15, 2010. The results for
shareholder proposals have been calculated as
a percentage of votes cast.

Removal of Supermajority Voting Requirement

71.83%

Director Elections by Majority Vote

69.70%

Shareholder Action by Written Consent

56.60%

Certain Shareholders Can Call Special Meetings

40.14%

One Vote per Share

29.32%

Succession Policy

28.96%

Independent Board Chair

27.71%

Cumulative Voting

26.97%

Reincorporate in North Dakota

11.70%

% of For Votes Out of Votes Cast

Average Level of Support for
Management Proposals
As one might expect, the average level of support
for management proposals related to corporate
governance was relatively high, with the lowest
average (for Director Elections by Majority Vote)
being 68.38%. The results are based on information
publicly available as of July 15, 2010. The results
for management proposals have been calculated as a
percentage of shares outstanding based on the publicly
available information closest to the record date.
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Removal of Supermajority Voting Requirement

82.64%

Certain Shareholders Can Call Special Meetings

82.53%

Annual Election of Directors
Director Elections by Majority Vote

80.73%
68.38%

% of For Votes Out of Shares Outstanding
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Survey Methodology

For the purposes of this Survey, the corporate
governance practices of the 100 largest US public
companies (as ranked in Fortune magazine’s Fortune
500® list, by revenue, for the most recently ended
fiscal year) that have equity securities listed on the

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Chevron Corporation
General Electric Company
Bank of America Corporation
ConocoPhillips
AT&T Inc.
Ford Motor Company
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Hewlett-Packard Company
Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
Citigroup Inc.
Verizon Communications Inc.
McKesson Corporation
American International Group, Inc.
Cardinal Health, Inc.
CVS Caremark Corporation
Wells Fargo & Company
International Business Machines
Corporation
UnitedHealth Group Incorporated
The Procter & Gamble Company
The Kroger Co.
AmerisourceBergen Corporation
Costco Wholesale Corporation
Valero Energy Corporation
Archer-Daniels-Midland Company
The Boeing Company
The Home Depot, Inc.
Target Corporation
WellPoint, Inc.
Walgreen Co.
Johnson & Johnson
Medco Health Solutions, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
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NYSE or NASDAQ were reviewed (the “Top 100
Companies” ). Generally, the annual proxy statements
and corporate governance guidelines on the
companies’ web sites available as of June 1, 2010
were reviewed for the companies listed on this page.

United Technologies Corporation
Dell Inc.
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.
Pfizer Inc.
Marathon Oil Corporation
Lowe’s Companies, Inc.
United Parcel Service, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Best Buy Co., Inc.
The Dow Chemical Company
Supervalu Inc.
Sears Holdings Corporation
PepsiCo, Inc.
MetLife, Inc.
Safeway Inc.
Kraft Foods Inc.
Sysco Corporation
Apple Inc.
The Walt Disney Company
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Comcast Corporation
FedEx Corporation
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Intel Corporation
Aetna Inc.
Prudential Financial, Inc.
Caterpillar Inc.
Sprint Nextel Corporation
The Allstate Corporation
General Dynamics Corporation
Morgan Stanley
The Coca-Cola Company
Humana Inc.
Honeywell International Inc.
Abbott Laboratories

News Corporation
Sunoco, Inc.
Hess Corporation
Ingram Micro Inc.
Time Warner Inc.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Merck & Co., Inc.
E.I. du Pont de Nemours
and Company
Tyson Foods, Inc.
American Express Company
Rite Aid Corporation
Philip Morris International Inc.
Raytheon Company
Express Scripts, Inc.
The Hartford Financial Services
Group, Inc.
The Travelers Companies, Inc.
Amazon.com, Inc.
Staples, Inc.
Google Inc.
Macy’s, Inc.
International Paper Company
Oracle Corporation
3M Company
Deere & Company
McDonald’s Corporation
Tech Data Corporation
Motorola, Inc.
Fluor Corporation
Eli Lilly and Company
Coca-Cola Enterprises Inc.

The Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation and the Federal
National Mortgage Association are governed by a congressional
charter and therefore have not been included in this Survey.
The practices of International Assets Holding Corporation were
not examined because the requisite documents to adequately
compare it to the Top 100 Companies were not available.
The practices of nonpublic companies, including General Motors
Company, State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company,
New York Life Insurance Company, Liberty Mutual Group Inc.,
HCA Inc., Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association–College
Retirement Equities Fund, CHS Inc., Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance Company and Publix Super Markets, Inc., were
not examined.
The practices of Enterprise GP Holdings L.P. were also not
examined because it is a limited partnership with no board of
directors and no requirement to hold annual meetings.
This Survey and our companion survey regarding director and
executive compensation are available on the Shearman & Sterling
LLP web site at www.shearman.com/corporategovernance.
Copyright © 2010 Shearman & Sterling LLP. Shearman &
Sterling LLP is a limited liability partnership organized under
the laws of the State of Delaware, with an affiliated limited
liability partnership organized for the practice of law in
the United Kingdom and Italy and an affiliated partnership
organized for the practice of law in Hong Kong.

Eighty-five of the Top 100 Companies are listed on the
NYSE and 15 are listed on NASDAQ (compared to 88
and 12, respectively, in 2009).
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